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Included in the package is the following:

RadarIQ M1 sensor 1x USB-micro to USB-A cable

 

1x USB-micro to Serial cable

SAFETY INFORMATION

For your safety, follow all the safety information contained in these instructions and elsewhere in this 
users manual prior to using their product. Retain these instructions for future use.

•	 Do not modify this product in any way.
•	 Do not attempt to service this product.
•	 Do not used damaged cables to connect to his product.
•	 Do not use this product for vehicular applications.
•	 Do not use the product if it damaged.
•	 Do not use in safety critical applications. 
•	 To limit RF exposure, when the product is turned on and ‘emitting’ RF, please ensure that any 

part of the user’s body is separated from the product at all times.

INCLUDED   
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INTRODUCTION   

Radar stands for Radio Detection And Ranging. The basic ideas of radar have been 
around since the late 1880’s. The first patent was granted in 1904 for “an obstacle 
detector and ship navigation device”.  Radar saw rapid development during the second 
world war to detect aeroplanes and ships. The term RADAR was coined by the United 
States Signal Corps.

Many types of radar technology have now been developed, each using different 
configurations of receiver, antenna, frequency, and scan strategy. These include: 
Bistatic Radar (used in missile systems), Continuous wave Radar (used in sports), 
Doppler Radar (used for traffic speed measurement), Monopule Radar (used in 
aircraft detection), Pulse doppler Radar (used for rain radar), Synthetic aperture 
Radar (used for aerial mapping), Over the Horizon Radar (used for tracking objects 
traveling between countries).

This RadarIQ sensor uses the Frequency-Modulated-Continuous-Wave (FMCW) 
variant of radar technology. FMCW Radar measures relatively short distances, but 
with great accuracy. FMCW Radar also allows the distance, speed, and orientation 
to be determined, for multiple objects simultaneously. The RadarIQ sensor is range-
limited to 10m to provide the greatest accuracy for close-up tasks.

RadarIQ technology uses so called “mmWave” Radar which arises from the frequency 
range (60-64GHz) which has a corresponding wavelength of several millimetres. The 
60GHz radar is designed for industrial applications and other general purposes. The 
other frequency which is common for FMCW Radar is 70GHz. However, EU and FCC 
regulations only permit radar at 70GHz be used for automotive purposes.
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WHAT DOES RADAR DATA LOOK LIKE?  

Unlike Camera or Lidar sensors, FMCW Radar produces a sparse point cloud of information. Each 
point consists of:

•	 Distance between the sensor and object
•	 Horizontal angle between the sensor and object (azimuth)
•	 Vertical angle between the sensor and object (elevation)
•	 The instantaneous speed of the object
•	 The ‘intensity’ of the reflection

A single object is typically detected as a cluster of points using radar.

Radar vs Camera Perception  

Example 1: Trees

Example 2: A person walking in front of the sensor
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Example 3: Car driving past the sensor

 

Object Tracking  

Additional processing and filtering can be done on the ‘raw’ point cloud data to produce higher-level 
information. One key application of this is to convert the point cloud information into objects, which 
can be individually tracked.

Example 4: Two people walking away from the sensor in object tracking mode. Each colour represents 
a person moving. The trail represents their direction.
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STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF RADAR   

Every piece of technology has its own strengths and limitations, and Radar is no different. The 
illustrations below compare FMCW Radar with other common technology used for computer vision.

FMCW Radar technology is very complementary to light-based computer vision sensors (Cameras 
and Lidar). It is common to use radar to complement the weakness of light-based vision using sensor 
fusion techniques.

The key strengths of mmRadar are:

•	 Can see through fog/dust
•	 Works in any lighting conditions, even complete darkness
•	 Can ‘look’ through obstacles to see what is behind them
•	 Can detect transparent objects
•	 Can detect soft materials (like people)
•	 Can measure speed accurately
•	 Can be used to track objects (position, size, speed)

Comparison of Stereo Camera abilities with mmRadar

VS.

Comparison of Lidar abilities with mmRadar

VS.
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FMCW RADAR
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STAGE 4: ANGLE MEASUREMENT

STAGE 5: DATA COMBINING

STAGE 6: PROCESSING
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SPECIFICATION  

Range 0 - 10 m

Frequency 60-64GHz*

Horizontal Field of View 110 Degrees

Vertical Field of View 15 Degrees

Frames Per Second (fps) 0 - 20 fps

Power Consumption 5V 0.38A (0.48A peak)

Communications Two modules are supported:
• Virtual COM over USB
• TTL UART over Serial

Certification FCC and CE

Speed Range 0 - 3 m/s

Radial Velocity Resolution 0.4 m/s

Distance Resolution 40 mm**

* The 60 GHz band is regulated for non-automotive uses
** In point cloud and object tracking modes

X

Y

y

Z

110º

15º

Field of view

Rectangle

FreeText
CE. Pending FCC
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MODES  

The RadarIQ RIQ-M1 sensor is designed with simplicity of use in mind. RadarIQ hides away much of 
the complexities of radar and provides a simple easy-to-use interface.

There are two modes provided with the RadarIQ-M1 Sensor:

1. Point Cloud
2. Object Tracking

Point Cloud  

Point Cloud mode provides ’raw’ radar data, which has been converted into cartesian coordinates.

Each point contains the following information:

•	 Distance between the sensor and object
•	 Horizontal angle between the sensor and object (azimuth)
•	 Vertical angle between the sensor and object (elevation)
•	 The instantaneous speed of the object
•	 The ‘intensity’ of the reflection
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Object Tracking Mode  

Object tracking mode performs an additional layer of processing on top of the raw data to identify 
objects which involves clustering tracking algorithms.

Each object contains the following information:

•	 Object ID (used to track objects between frames, as much as possible)
•	 The object’s position in 3 dimensions (centre of the object)
•	 The object’s velocity in 3 dimensions
•	 The object’s acceleration in 2 dimensions

The object’s true shape is not obtainable using radar technology. For the object tracking mode, 
objects are approximated to be ovaloid (3D ovals).
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GETTING STARTED  

Windows / Mac / Linux  

RadarIQ controller software is available for download from the RadarIQ website radariq.io/getting-
started 

The controller software is designed to allow quick visualisation of radar data and configuration of the 
sensor.
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Arduino  

The RadarIQ sensor connects to the Arduino using the serial cable provided and communicates via 
UART.

A high-powered Arduino model is recommended because it has more capability to process the 
data produced by the sensor, however lower-spec Arduino versions may still work for more limited 
applications.

The RadarIQ sensor draws up to 500mA which is beyond what the Arduino can supply from USB alone. 
NOTE: On some version of Arduino, the on-board regulator cannot supply enough peak current to 
power the sensor. In this case, the sensor must be powered directly.

The Arduino library is available for download from the Arduino Library Manager, along with a sample 
application.

RadarIQ sensor Arduino

5V (Red) 5V

Ground (Black) GND

Rx (Green) UART Tx port

Tx (White) UART Rx port
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To install the library, choose Sketch >> Include Library >> Manage Libraries…

In the search box enter “RadarIQ” then press “Install”
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The sample application can be found at File >> Examples >> RadarIQ >> RadarIQDemo
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Raspberry Pi  

The RadarIQ sensor connects to the Arduino using the serial cable provided and communicates via 
UART.

Any version of the Raspberry Pi should work; however the sample applications require Python 3.7 or 
above.

External power is advised because the RadarIQ sensor draws up to 500mA which may be beyond 
what the Pi can deliver (depending on the model and other peripherals attached).

RadarIQ sensor Raspberry Pi

5V (Red) 5V

Ground (Black) GND

Rx (White) GPIO 14 (pin 8)**

Tx (Green) GPIO 15 (pin 10)**
** or any other pin configured for UART.

The Raspberry Pi can be treated as a Linux PC, and example applications for Linux will also work on 
the Pi.
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The area marked in red marks the position of the antenna. It is important that this area be as 
unobstructed as possible.

MOUNTING  

The RadarIQ sensor is designed to be mounted using the holes on the back of the sensor using M3 
(3mm) screws. The holes on the RadarIQ sensor are 5mm deep.
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ENCLOSURES  

It is possible to mount the RadarIQ sensor inside an enclosure, and this is recommended for outdoor 
use. The mmWave radar waves are capable of penetrating through some materials such as a plastic 
enclosure.

The enclosure, however, does affect the radar signal. This is because any barrier the radar signal 
travels through attenuates the signal. Enclosures can also reduce the quality of detections and in 
some situations can also cause false objects to be detected. 

When using an enclosure, it is advisable to perform ‘scene calibration’ (see section on scene 
calibration) which performs a form of background subtraction which removes most of the effect of 
the enclosure.

If no objects are expected very close to the sensor, they can be filtered out by applying a minimum 
distance filter. This will filter out any remaining detections which are close to the sensor.

It is advisable, when using an enclosure, to perform tests to ensure the enclosure does not have a 
significantly adverse effect on the radar performance.

The plastic front on the sensor (known as a radome) is carefully designed  
and uses special ‘radar’ plastic to minimise interference.
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SCENE CALIBRATION  

Scene calibration performs a form of background subtraction which removes most of the static close 
objects (within 1m of the sensor) from future detection. Examples of close objects include:

• The radome (plastic front on the sensor)
• Any enclosure the sensor might be placed in
• Any other fixed obstacles in the vicinity of the sensor (eg other parts of a robot)

Figure 1: The effect of scene calibration

Scene calibration can be performed by using the Scene Calibration tool which is available from the 
tools menu in the Controller or by issuing the appropriate SDK command.
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SDK  

A python and C SDK are available for download from the appropriate location.

C and Python documentation is available at http://docs.radariq.io

Python  

The Python SDK can be downloaded from pypi by issuing the command

pip install radariq

C  

The C SDK is available for download from the RadarIQ github repository (https://github.com/radariq/
c-sdk) or from https://radariq.io/getting-started

ROS  

ROS Drivers are available for download from the RadarIQ github repository ROS Drivers are supplied 
for both ROS 1 (https://github.com/radariq/ros1) and ROS 2 (https://github.com/radariq/ros2).

SDK Commands  

Command Description Notes

set_mirror Enable the coordinates in the X Depending on the orientation of the
 -dimension to be mirrored. sensor, it may be useful to mirror the   
  data in the X axis.

set_units Sets the distance, speed, and  Valid options:
 acceleration units the SDK will use. Distance: mm, cm, m, km, in, ft, mi
  Speed: mm/s, cm/s, m/s, km/h, in/s, ft/s, 
 These units are used in with settings  mi/h
 and the data returned. For example  Acceleration: mm/s², m/s², in/s², ft/s²
 setting distance units to cm will make 
 calls set_distance use cm.

 By default SI units (m and m/s) are used. 

get_version Get the version of the hardware and 
 main controller firmware 

get_radar_application_versions Get the version of each radar 
 application
 
get_serial_number Gets the serial number of the sensor
 
reset Resets the sensor Valid options are:
  Reboot
  Reset factory defaults

get_frame_rate Gets the frame rate (frames per second) 

set_frame_rate Sets the frame rate (frames per second) Valid range: 1 - 20

get_mode Gets the sensors mode
 
set_mode Sets the sensors mode Options are:
  Point cloud
  Object tracking

get_distance_filter Gets the distance filter (min, max 
 distances). The distances are in the 
 units set by set_units

http://docs.radariq.io%0D
https://github.com/radariq/c-sdk
https://github.com/radariq/c-sdk
https://radariq.io/getting-started
https://github.com/radariq/ros1
https://github.com/radariq/ros2
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set_distance_filter Sets the distance filter (min, max  Valid range 0 – 10m
 distances). The distances are in the 
 units set by set_units

get_angle_filter Gets the azimuth angle filter. This is 
 the angle left and right of the sensor. 
 Negative values are to the left and 
 positive values are to the right (from 
 the point of view of the sensor)

set_angle_filter Sets the azimuth angle filter. This is  Valid range -55 to 55 degrees
 the angle left and right of the sensor. 
 Negative values are to the left and 
 positive values are to the right (from 
 the point of view of the sensor)

get_moving_filter Gets the moving objects filter. When 
 enabled, the data collected is filtered 
 to only return points which have a 
 velocity. This is only applicable for the 
 pointcloud application

set_moving_filter Sets the moving objects filter. When  Valid options are:
 enabled, the data collected is filtered  Moving and stationary
 to only return points which have a  Moving only
 velocity. This is only applicable for the 
 pointcloud application

save Save settings to the sensor. These 
 will be the new defaults upon power 
 cycle

get_point_density Gets the point density. If the objects 
 of interest being detected is weakly, 
 it be may beneficial turn up point 
 density. This uses a sliding window to 
 aggregate data from 0,1, or 2 adjacent 
 frames, which has the effect of 
 increasing point density.

set_point_density Sets the point density. If the objects of  Valid options are:
 interest being detected is weakly,  Normal
 it be may beneficial turn up point  Dense 
 density. This uses a sliding window to  Denser 
 aggregate data from 0,1, or 2 adjacent 
 frames, which has the effect of 
 increasing point density.

get_sensitivity Gets the modules sensitivity. 
 Sensitivity is a combination of two
 filters which change the threshold for 
 detection and the aggressiveness of 
 outlier removal.

set_sensitivity Sets the modules sensitivity.  Valid range: 0-9
 Sensitivity is a combination of two  0 = Most sensitive
 filters which change the threshold for  9 = Least sensitive
 detection and the aggressiveness of 
 outlier removal.

get_height_filter The height filter places a restriction 
 on points above or below the sensor. 
 This is useful to remove the ground 
 being detected if placed low down. 
 The distances are in the units set by 
 set_units
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set_height_filter The height filter places a restriction  Valid range:
 on points above or below the sensor.  -2.5m to 2.5m
 This is useful to remove the ground 
 being detected if placed low down. 
 The distances are in the units set by 
 set_units

get_object_type_mode Gets the object type mode. This 
 optimises the sensor for the type of 
 objects of interest. This is only valid 
 when the sensor is in object tracking 
 mode.

set_object_type_mode Sets the object type mode. This  Valid options are:
 optimises the sensor for the type of  Dog
 objects of interest. This is only valid  Person
 when the sensor is in object tracking  Cyclist
 mode. Slow vehicle
  Fast vehicle

scene_calibration Calibrate the sensor to remove any 
 near-field objects from the scene.

get_auto_start Gets the auto-start setting. If enable, 
 the sensor will begin capturing data as 
 soon as it is powered on.

set_auto_start Sets the auto-start setting. If enable,  0 = Disable
 the sensor will begin capturing data as  1 = Enable
 soon as it is powered on.
 
start Start capturing data. Be default data 
 will be captured until stop is called, 
 alternatively a maximum number of 
 frames can be specified. 

stop Stop capturing data

get_data Gets a frame of data from the data  The implementation details of how to
 stream. use this function are platform specific.
  In python the data can be retuned as
  python lists or numpy arrays

get_frame Gets a single frame of data This can be used as an alternative to
  get_data

get_statistics Gets statistics about the modules  This includes processing times for the
 performance application and internal temperatures

SAMPLE APPLICATIONS  

A range of sample applications, are available for download from the RadarIQ gitlab repository. 
https://gitlab.com/radariq

Sample applications include:

• Command line capturing in point cloud formats (Python)
• Integration of radar data using camera-based image recognition (Python)
• Rough distance measurement (Python)
• Point Cloud visualised through Open3D (Python)
• Simple speed measurement (Python)
• Radar triggered surveillance system (Python)
• Tracing the movement of a person (Python)
• Remote control through a website (Python)
• SDK Demonstration (C)
• Triggering when an object has entered the field of view (Arduino)

http://
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TROUBLESHOOTING  

Problem Solution

The module gets warm It is normal for the sensor to be get warm to the touch when it is used for   
 extended periods. Ensuring a good thermal connection between the radar  
 enclosure and another metal surface can help dissipate heat.

There are many false  Run the scene calibration tool to remove any ‘false’ detections 
detections/noise close to the sensor within 1m of the sensor.

Some objects are not detected very well Radar sensors require reflections in order to detect objects. Some objects  
 are poor reflectors and don’t return much information. Try altering the   
 sensitivity setting of the sensor.

There are many detections that  It can be difficult to understand radar data is a complex environment,  
can’t be identified for example in a closed room with lots of highly reflective surfaces, which  
 can cause multipath reflections (secondary reflections). It is helpful to   
 begin using radar in a wide open space where the reflections can be easily  
 understood before moving into a more complex environment.

Distances are not measured accurately The point cloud and object tracking applications are not designed for   
 accurate measurement. Specialist firmware is needed to  
 measure accurately.
 
Sensor is not responsive Power cycle the RadarIQ sensor

The detected surface seems to be detected  Sometimes the radar waves can bounce off multiple objects before  
multiple times at different distances returning to the sensor, this has the effect of making the distance appear   
 further way than they actually are. Often in these situations the primary
  reflection and secondary reflections are both detected which makes 
 it appear like there are two objects.
 
Sensor settings save correctly but the sensor Check there is sufficient power being supplied to the sensor.  When the
does not run when issuing the “Start”  radar is running, up to 500mA can be drawn.
command.

Scene calibrate does not work Check there is sufficient power being supplied to the sensor. When the   
 radar is running, up to 500mA can be drawn.
 
 Ensure the sensor is not already running when calling scene calibrate.
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SUPPORT  

Support is available via the RadarIQ forum forum.radariq.io or by using the contact us page on the 
RadarIQ website.

forum.radariq.io
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DISCLAIMER  

This sensor has been designed and tested to FCC, CE, and AU/NZ regulatory standards.

No claims, representations, or warranties, whether express or implied, are made by RadarIQ as to 
the safety, reliability, durability and performance of RadarIQ’s products. Furthermore, our company 
accepts no liability whatsoever for the safety, reliability, durability, and performance of any of our 
companies’ products.

Changes or modifications to the product not expressly approved by the manufacturer could void the 
user’s authority to operate this equipment.

REGULATORY STATEMENTS  

WEEE Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Statement

Information on Disposal for Users of Waste Electrical & Electronic 
Equipment (private households)

This symbol on the product(s) and / or accompanying documents means that 
used electrical and electronic products should not be mixed with general 
household waste.  For proper treatment, recovery and recycling, please take 
this product(s) to designated collection points where it will be accepted free 
of charge.

Alternatively, in some countries you may be able to return your products to 
your local retailer upon purchase of an equivalent new product.

Disposing of this product correctly will help save valuable resources and 
prevent any potential negative effects on human health and the environment, 
which could otherwise arise from inappropriate waste handling.

Please contact your local authority for further details of your nearest designated collection point.

Penalties may be applicable for incorrect disposal of this waste, in accordance with your national 
legislation.

For business users in the European Union

If you wish to discard electrical and electronic equipment, please contact your dealer or supplier for 
further information.

Information on Disposal in other Countries outside the European Union

This symbol is only valid in the European Union.  If you wish to discard this product, please contact 
your local authorities or dealer and ask for the correct method of disposal.
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EU – CE Compliance Statement

RadarIQ Ltd declares that the RadarIQ M1 sensor complies with the essential 
requirements and other relevant provisions of the European Common Market. A 
copy of the Declaration of conformity is available on request.

This product complies with the following directives:

• EN ETSI 305 550-1 V2.1.0 - Short Range Devices (SRD); Radio equipment to be used in the 40  
 GHz to 246 GHz frequency range; Harmonised Standard for access to radio spectrum.

• EN ETSI 301 489-1, V 2.1.1- ElectroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC) standard for radio equip 
 ment and services; Part 1: Common technical requirements; Harmonised Standard for   
 ElectroMagnetic Compatibility.

• EN ETSI 301 489-3, V 2.1.1 - ElectroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC) standard for radio   
 equipment and services; Part 3: Specific conditions for Short-Range Devices (SRD)    
 operating on frequencies between 9 kHz and 246 GHz; Harmonised Standard covering   
 the essential requirements of article 3.1(b) of Directive 2014/53/EU.

• EN 55032:2012/AC2013 - Electromagnetic compatibility of multimedia equipment. Emission  
 Requirements.

New Zealand and Australia Compliance Statement

RadarIQ Ltd declares that the RadarIQ M1 sensor complies with 
the essential requirements and other relevant provisions for the 
New Zealand and Australian markets. A copy of the Declaration of 
conformity is available on request.

In addition to the CE directives, the RadarIQ M-1 sensor also complies with:

AS/NZS CISPR 32:2015 - Electromagnetic compatibility of multimedia equipment - Emission 
requirements
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USA - FCC Compliance Statement    

Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the manufacturer could 
void the user’s authority to operate this equipment.

This product meets the applicable FCC Part 15 rules. Operation is subject to 
the following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause interference, and (2) 
this device must accept any interference, including interference that may cause 
undesired operation of the device.

To limit RF exposure, please ensure 8 inches (20 cm) of separation from the device at all times.

Under FCC Regulation 15.255:

• Operation is not permitted on satellites.
• Operation is not permitted to be used with equipment with external phase-locking inputs that  
 permit beam-forming arrays to be realized.
• Operation on aircraft is not permitted unless:
 o  The aircraft is on the ground.
 o  While airborne, used within the aircraft structure

CONTACT

RadarIQ Ltd
Level 1, 44B King St
Palmerston North
New Zealand 4410

contact@radariq.io

FCC ID: 2A2AC-M1

Rectangle

FreeText
This kit is for evaluation purpose only and is not FCC approved for resale.
FCC NOTICE: This kit is designed to allow:
 (1) Product developers to evaluate electronic components, circuitry, or software associated with the kit to determine whether to incorporate such items in a finished product and
 (2) Software developers to write software applications for use with the end product. This kit is not a finished product and when assembled may not be resold or otherwise marketed unless all required FCC equipment authorizations are first obtained. Operation is subject to the condition that this product not cause harmful interference to licensed radio stations and that this product accept harmful interference. Unless the assembled kit is designed to operate under part 15, part 18 or part 95 of this chapter, the operator of the kit must operate under the authority of an FCC license holder or must secure an experimental authorization under part 5 of this chapter.
 


